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Paper Labels/Stickers
The most popular and cost-effective type of labels that we offer, and can be utilized in a variety of 
applications and forms of branding. We offer designs printed 
in rolls of five multi-purpose shapes: choose between 
rectangle, square, circle, oval, or a custom design of your 
choice.

This is a 2.9 Mil matte-coated label paper. Use this ultra-
smooth, coated material when you need an inexpensive 
matte stock that you can thermal transfer print upon. Good 
for most indoor product labeling that requires a permanent 
adhesive but does not require the highest quality of print. (1 
Mil = 0.001 of inch)

Polyester Labels
Polyester labels are our most durable variant, and are generally used for a more challenging label 
application which calls for more durability, abrasion resistance, higher heat resistance and UV stability. If you 
want your packaging to stand out from the competition and make an impact with customers, look no further. 
We offer designs printed in rolls of five multi-purpose shapes: choose between rectangle, square, circle, 
oval, or a custom design of your choice. All Poly and BOPP labels now have standard UV coating.

This is our most durable white substrate. It is made of a 2 Mil semiglossy, top coated polyester film. 
Designed specifically for end-uses where very good adhesion, good chemical and temperature resistance 
is needed. Use this white material for indoor and outdoor labels or labels that will be used in harsh 
environments. (1 Mil = 0.001 of inch)

BOPP Labels
BOPP labels are made from plastic film material, and are unique through being both waterproof and 
resistant to the effects of UV rays. If you are looking to have your design protected while eye-catching at 

the same time with its gloss effect, look no further. We offer 
designs printed in rolls of five multi-purpose shapes: choose 
between rectangle, square, circle, oval, or a custom design of 
your choice. All Poly and BOPP labels now have standard UV 
coating.

This white polypropylene film is 2.3 Mil. It is used for 
labeling applications where resistance against water, 
oil and chemicals is important. Performs well in hot and 
cold conditions. Use this application for excellent wet-out 
properties, clarity, UV-stability, good adhesion properties and 
heat resistance or a high quality print on a low cost synthetic. 
(1 Mil = 0.001 of inch)



Paper Labels/Stickers
Paper Roll Labels
This affordable option is perfect for bulk sticker printing. 

Size 500 1000 2000 4000 5000 10000
2” x 2” $195 $250 $292 $392 $455 $745
3” x 3” $204 $260 $350 $423 $485 $778

Polyester Labels

BOPP Labels

Size 500 1000 2000 4000 5000 10000
2” x 2” $255 $291 $353 $453 $516 $799
3” x 3” $280 $327 $390 $490 $577 $952

Size 500 1000 2000 4000 5000 10000
2” x 2” $230 $260 $323 $423 $485 $775
3” x 3” $268 $294 $356 $456 $519 $810

Bopp Roll Labels
These custom roll labels are made from plastic films that are 
waterproof and resistant to UV rays.

Poly Roll Labels
Print custom stickers that are extra-durable. They’re made from a tough 
polyester material.

Need different quantity, shape or size? Reach out and we will send you a quote

Need different quantity, shape or size? Reach out and we will send you a quote

Need different quantity, shape or size? Reach out and we will send you a quote
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